The companies of the Friedhelm Loh Group

Welcome
at this location!

Safety information
and code of conduct

The globally active Friedhelm Loh Group (F.L.G.)
invents, develops and produces customised
products and system solutions for industry,
commerce and trade.
The Friedhelm Loh Group’s companies belong to
the top addresses in their respective industries
– as inventors and competent producers. They
include the world's leading system provider for
industrial enclosures, power distribution, climate
control and IT infrastructure (Rittal); Europe's
number one suppliers of software solutions for
mechanical and plant engineering and industry
(Eplan and Cideon), as well as integrated manufacturing expertise with state-of-the-art materials –
steel, aluminium, and plastics (Stahlo and LKH).
The family-owned company is now active worldwide
with 18 production sites and 80 subsidiaries.
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Your safety is our
joint responsibility.
We request that you familiarise yourself with the
following regulations and information.
Employees of external companies are also subject
to the regulations on “Safety, health and environmental requirements for external companies”.

Friedhelm Loh Group
Rudolf-Loh-Straße 1 · 35708 Haiger
Phone +49(0)2773 924-0 · Fax +49(0)2773 924-3129
E-mail: info@friedhelm-loh-group.com
www.friedhelm-loh-group.com

Safety information and
code of conduct

1. Traffic regulations
Rail traffic has right of way. The German Road
Traffic Code (StVO) applies at F.L.G. sites. The
speed limit is 20 km/h. Watch out for industrial
trucks. Pedestrians must use footpaths. Traffic
accidents must be reported to plant security.
2. Smoking ban, no naked flames
Naked flames, sources of ignition and fires are
banned. Smoking is only permitted in designated areas.
3. Alcohol and intoxicant ban
It is forbidden to bring or consume alcoholic
drinks or intoxicants on F.L.G. sites. Nobody
under the influence of alcohol or other intoxicants is permitted to enter F.L.G. sites.
4. Photography and filming ban
It is forbidden to take photographs or video
recordings without permission.
5. Animals
It is forbidden to bring animals with you.
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6. Reporting within the company
The commencement and completion
of all works must be notified at the scompany
reporting point. The reporting points are marked
with accompanying signs.

11. Fire alarm warning
inside buildings
Siren emits intermittent alternate beeps.
Stay calm. Leave the area via the escape
routes signposted. Go to the meeting point.

7. Fire, accidents, traffic accidents,
medical emergencies, environmental pollution
Damage must be reported to the site manager.
Casualty doctors or nearby hospitals will provide
medical assistance. In case of fire, the fire brigade
must be notified.
Emergency: internal telephone (0) 112

12. Earphone ban
It is forbidden to wear earphones, particularly
for listening to music, at F.L.G. sites unless
wearing earphones / ear protection is required
for a specific task.

8. Camera surveillance
Areas under video surveillance are
marked with accompanying signs.
9. Electrical devices are
banned in areas secured against
explosion, as are explosives
It is generally forbidden to take electrical
devices, matches or lighters into areas at risk
of explosion.
10. Unusual events
If you notice suspicious objects, see a person
behaving unusually or witness a crime, please
report immediately to plant security.

As a general rule, persons without a work assignment and children under the age of 14 are not
allowed access to F.L.G. sites. You can consult
the regulations listed in the safety information
notices posted at the access points.

Caution! Important note!
You can find further F.L.G. safety information
and rules of conduct at
https://www.friedhelm-loh-group.com/
safety-information
It is recommended you read the information
and familiarise yourself with the safety
notices before entering a F.L.G. site.

